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Choose the correct option. 

1. Jane … her essay when we … home tonight. 
a) will complete / will get 
b) completes / get 
c)     will have completed / get  

2.  As soon as I’ve arrived in London, I … you. 
a) will call 
b) call 
c) will have called 

 

3. Samantha: It’s really hot here. 
 Sue: Al right, I … open the window for you.  

a) open 
b)  will open 
c)  will have opened 

 

4. She … more than 100 books by the time she … 
her project. 

a) will have collected / finishes 
b) will collect / will have finished 
c) collects / finishes 

 

5. In two days’ time, you ... your project. It’s 
impossible to collect all the data for the project. 

a) won’t  have completed 
b) will complete 
c) complete 

 
 
 

6. George … all the dishes by three o’clock. It 
… just one o’clock at the moment. 

a) already washes / is 
b) will already wash / will be 
c) will have already washed / is 

7. The waiters …. the appetizers once 
everybody …. at the wedding reception. 

a) will serve / is  
b) will have served / is  
c) will have served / will be 

 

8. After Eric …. to his office, the party …. 
a) will get / will start 
b) gets / will start 
c) will get / will have already started 

9. In time, he … why she has left him. 
a) understands 
b) will have understood 
c) will understand 

10. Before you … your essay, you… more 
than ten similar essays. 

a) will submit / ‘ll read 
b) will have submitted /will read  
c) submit / ‘ll have read 
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Choose the correct option. 

1. Jane … her essay when we … home tonight. 
a) will complete / will get 
b) completes / get 
c)    will have completed / get  

2.  As soon as I’ve arrived in London, I … you. 
a) will call 
b) call 
c) will have called 

 

3. Samantha: It’s really hot here. 
Sue: Al right, I … open the window for you.  

a) open 
b)  will open 
c)  will have opened 

 

4. She … more than 100 books by the time she … 
her project. 

a) will have collected / finishes 
b) will collect / will have finished 
c) collects / finishes 

 

5. In two days’ time, you ... your project. It’s 
impossible to collect all the data for the project. 

a) won’t  have completed 
b) will complete 
c) complete 

 
 
 

6. George … all the dishes by three o’clock. It 
… just one o’clock at the moment. 

a) already washes / is 
b) will already wash / will be 
c) will have already washed / is 

7. The waiters …. the appetizers once 
everybody …. at the wedding reception. 

a) will serve / is  
b) will have served / is  
c) will have served / will be 

 

8. After Eric …. to his office, the party …. 
a) will get / will start 
b) gets / will start 
c) will get / will have already started 

9. In time, he … why she has left him. 
a) understands 
b) will have understood 
c) will understand 

10. Before you … your essay, you… more 
than ten similar essays. 

a) will submit / ‘ll read 
b) will have submitted /will read  
c) submit / ‘ll have read 
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Future Tenses 1 

Choose the correct option. 

No Question Correct Answer Feedback 

1 Jane … her essay when we … home tonight. 
     a)  will complete / will get 
    b)   completes / get 
    c)    will have completed / get 

c. will have 
completed / 
get 

We’re talking about an action which will be 
completed at a point in future. Then, you’ll need 
future perfect tense. In the second part you can’t 
use any future tense with a time clause that starts 
with “when”. In the first part future simple is 
possible as a future prediction, but in the second 
part you’ll need present simple tense. 

2 As soon as I’ve arrived in London, I … you. 
a) will call 
b) call 
c) will have called 

a. will call In the second part of the clause there’s a promise 
You’ll need future simple to express that. Option c 
doesn’t make sense with “as soon as” time clause. 

3 Samantha: It’s really hot here. 
Sue: Al right, I … open the window for you.  

a) open 
b)  will open 
c) will have opened 

b. will open You‘ll need future simple to express offers or 
spontaneous decisions, which is expressed by Sue 
in the sentence. 

4 She … more than 100 books by the time she … 
her project. 

a) will have collected / finishes 
b) will collect / will have finished 
c) collects / finishes 

a. will have 
collected / 
finishes 

 

There’s an action which will be completed at a 
point in future and also after “by the time” phrase 
future perfect tense doesn’t make sense. 

5 In two days’ time, you ... your project. It’s 
impossible to collect all the data for the 
project. 

a) won’t  have completed 
b) will complete 
c) complete 

a. won’t have 
completed 

It’s a statement which expresses an action not to 
be completed in future. Option b can make sense, 
as a prediction, but as a positive statement it 
doesn’t make the sentence meaningful. 

6 George … all the dishes by three o’clock. It … 
just one o’clock at the moment. 

a) already washes / is 
b) will already wash / will be 
c) will have already washed / is 

c. will have 
already 
washed / is 

There’s an action which will be completed at three 
o’clock. 

7 The waiters …. the appetizers once everybody 
…. at the wedding reception. 

a) will serve / is  
b) will have served / is  
c) will have served / will be 

a. will serve / is Future perfect tense doesn’t fit the first part of the 
time clause with “once”, and also you can’t use 
future simple in the second part of the time clause. 

8 After Eric …. to his office, the party …. 
a) will get / will start 
b) gets / will start 
c) will get / will have already started 

b. gets/will 
start 

You can’t use future simple in the clause with 
“after” and the second part expresses a certainty.  

9 In time, he … why she has left him. 
a) understands 
b) will have understood 
c) will understand 

c. will 
understand 

All the options except option c complies with “in 
time” time phrase. It’s a certainty in future. 

10 Before you … your essay, you… more than ten 
similar essays. 

a) will submit / ‘ll read 
b) will have submitted /will read  
c) submit / ‘ll have read 

c. submit / ‘ll 
have read  

In the first part we need to express a point in 
future, which is the submission of essay. It needs 
present simple as it’s the first part of time clause 
with “before”. In the second part we express a 
point to be completed in future, which needs 
future perfect tense. 
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